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Foreword
By Jackie Morris

A thank you to teachers
For many learning begins at school, and teachers really do help to shape the lives of their pupils. Education is one
of the gifts we are offered, and in many western cultures we take this gift for granted. It’s seen as our rights as
children to be educated, our rights as parents to send our children to school.
At the heart of the education system are the teachers, who can open up the minds of their pupils and show them
such wonders, help them to see how the world works, and also how to change it. Wonder-keepers, explorers,
magicians, teachers help children to see the world through new eyes, help children learn. And we each, being
individuals, no matter how old we are, learn in different ways, at different speeds.
Some learn through movement, some through example, others just seem to soak in knowledge like sponges and
retain everything, some question everything, demanding evidence, some move like butterflies from one wonder
to the next, some struggle, others flow like water from task to task. All are different.
When I was young I adored books, but mostly looked at pictures. I failed to hold
in my head how the letters of the alphabet held the sounds of speech, but
never questioned why the ink moved around on the page. A hunger for stories
made me persist in learning to read until the code was cracked and the voices
from pages spoke fluently inside my head, painting pictures in my minds eye.
Dyslexia.
Now I try to ensure that books I work on will, through the cleanliness of design,
appeal to that child I was, give her space to breathe, so that she can find the
way in to wonder, because I know how rich my life has been because I can read,
and also, because I can write.
I’ve seen The Lost Words used in so many schools, across so many subjects and
ranges of ability. It makes my heart sing to read the beautiful work created by
young people, to see the images painted, inspired by the book. I love seeing
classes of children and teaches escaping into the outdoors to discover through
play and observation the beautiful, wild world around them. I love seeing so
many find their rich and beautiful voices in both words and images through our
book, with their teacher’s guidance.
It’s been a difficult year and a half, and teachers have carried a heavy load.
Please keep in your hearts the knowledge that you help to create the society of
the future, one child at a time. You change lives, you empower, you open eyes
to the wonder of the world. You are spell-weavers. Learning is not just for
school. It is a life-long vocation. But often it is the place where real learning
begins, where we begin to understand how little we know, where we learn to
hunger for more knowledge.
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When we approached Jackie Morris to ask if she would contribute the foreword to this edition of Synergedd, we were more
than a little excited when she agreed. Jackie is someone who we have long admired as an artist of extraordinary talent, but also
as someone who inspires a love of the natural world, who exudes friendliness, is down to earth and who has a gentle soul.
Jackie studied at Hereford College of Arts and at Bath Academy and is one of the foremost illustrators of children’s books in the
UK having illustrated over 40 books. These include The Ice Bear, Song of the Golden Hare, Tell Me a Dragon and The Unwinding.
In 2016 Jackie was shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal and she won the prize in 2019 for The Lost Words.
Jackie lives in a cottage on the cliffs of Pembrokeshire and behind that cottage is a hill where she walks her cats and dogs and
watches wild things such as ‘foxes, badgers, raven, buzzard, peregrine and chough.’

The Lost Words was published in 2017 and was described as a ‘cultural phenomenon’ in the Guardian. It became a bestseller
and is used in countless thousands of schools across Britain, educating children about the natural world and the wonders that
are on their doorstep.
The book began as a response to the removal of everyday nature words - among them "acorn", "bluebell", "kingfisher" and
"wren" - from a widely used children’s dictionary, because it was deemed that those words were not being used enough by
children to merit inclusion. This was a reflection of the world in which we now live, more urban, industrial and technological.
Jackie’s illustrations, together with the magical verses of the renowned poet Robert Macfarlane, conjure these lost words back
into use, whilst reminding us of the wonder of nature that is all around us.
The poems have been described more as spells and have been spoken and sung by parents, teachers and children across the UK
and beyond, celebrating “the creatures and plants with which we share our lives”, whilst protesting at the loss of the natural
and wonderfully wild world around us.

If you have not read The Lost Words
… You really should!

The Lost Words Explorer’s Guide:
www.thelostwords.org/resources

Thank you Jackie.
We are now determined to secure you a grandfather clock that chimes the hour and has a big key to wind it up.
The KHS ALN Team
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The Lost Words - Inspiration for Intervention
By Clare Burns, KS3 and KS4 Literacy Interventions
The Lost Words are the names of plants and animals that have been moved
from earlier editions of a well-known children’s dictionary.
KHS literacy intervention groups have completed an in depth study of the
‘Adder’ poem written by Robert Macfarlane and illustrated by Jackie Morris.
Following this the students decided that it would be a lovely idea to
incorporate some of the lost words within their own work.
After researching different types and forms of poetry, the students used the
information that they had gathered when constructing their own poems,
highlighting words that they fear will be lost to us over time.

For adder is

as adder hisses.

To help students to gain a greater understanding of key terms, they explored definitions and placed words into sentences
to add context. Some sessions were also dedicated to looking considering and using poetic devices and the use of rhythm
and rhyme.
Each student completed a word map to encourage them to think about how words can be used, and used together, in
order to strengthen descriptions, build atmosphere and convey key messages.
Bluebells
Adder
The adder hisses at threat,
Zig-zag patterns of jet
Black in the heather.
A rustle of grass,
Long writhing mass,
Of this poisonous snake.

Seed

Bigger than the ocean and a thousand skies
Light and delicate, like a fly.
United in fields
Elf-like in height and as thin as a stick,
Big in groups of millions.
Irregular it seems,
Like a snowdrop...blowing in the wind,
Singular in beauty.

Neat shell,
A top and body,
Special to nature.
Born a seed,
A small brown body.
Nature’s best friend to be,
Grown into a tree.

Blue as the sky and as delicate as glass.

Although not a Lost Word, Year 7 were very worried about losing the word Hare.
Hare

Hare

It jumps through the grass,
As it runs very fast.
It hears even in the slightest crowds,
As it burrows in the fields.
It eats its feast.

Hopping like a rabbit
Big ears flapping, long legs leaping.,
Brown eyes staring…deeply into the grass.
Wind-blown fur, changing colour,
Hiding from predators, yet

The hare….Fighter at night.
Hides and glides through air.
The hare feeds among the weeds,
Sunken among the tall trees.
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Gentle as a pillow.
Free as the air,
Hare.
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Conker
Conkers are really fun to play with,
The ones that grow on a tree.
Few children play with them anymore,
As they really are spiky…

Bluebell
Onion bulb with tentacle-like roots.
Purple-blue swishing in the air,
Gathered on a stem, a green and yellow strand.

Everyone should love them,
If they are afraid of
Spiders!
They may be spiky at first,
But are really soft inside.

Fingers reaching out of the grass
Like fresh air.

Otter
Sparkling Water, bubbles and beads of water.
Furry, brown, claws open and swishing tail.
Otter.
Diving, bending, stretching.
Searching for food in a green, brown river.
Otter.

The Kingfisher
Our feathered friend the Kingfisher is hiding over there,
We sit and wait so patiently for sighting them is rare,
It’s their stream, it’s their fields,
The Kingfisher rules them all,
With their sleek steady head and long pointy beak,
They’re a sight to befall.

The Acorn
The Fern on the Mountain
I could’ve run through the fern all day and played in the stream,
I could’ve found the waterfall I saw in my dream,

We’re collecting acorns fallen on the ground,
We’re searching we’re searching low,
But no acorns can be found.
Where are the acorns in this deep dark wood?

I could have lay in the fern on this bright summer’s day,
Watching bees and catching bugs,

They are under the Oak tree,

The real way to play.

But it’s the squirrel’s neighbourhood.

I could have stayed on the mountain top and watched the world go by,
I could have sat on the springy fern asking the question why?
Why are there so many words, lost to us each day,

He’s collected them already
To eat for his tea,
Were he a clever squirrel,
He’d plant and grow a tree.

Nature is so important and these words need to STAY.
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Step-back Developments at KHS
Written and compiled by Mollie Cross, LSA

As part of King Henry VIIIs commitment to becoming a Step-back school, 8 LSA’s completed Step-back training that was led
by Stephanie Phillips from SenCom during the most recent period of lockdown. They followed on from 5 LSAs who had been
trained previously, along with 2 members of KHS teaching staff who became Step-back trainers.
As part of the training LSA’s worked with a range of students across the ALN department identifying what targets they would
like to work on when using an easy-easier activity. There are multiple sets of easy/easier cards that have been produced by
Positive Eye that can be used with students to identify the areas that they may like to work on. You can, of course, create
your own easy-easier cards based upon your knowledge of students and the context of the school in which you work. The
easy/easier activity allows each individual to identify what they already find easy within the classroom and what they would
like to find easier. Following this they discuss the identified barriers to learning with their LSA and member of staff, choosing
a few of these as areas for development, or target barriers to overcome. Once these targets have been established, the
student works closely with staff to identify the nature and level of support they require, setting personal goals that are time
limited.
Some of the targets that students at KHS are currently working on include improving handwriting, making new friends, being
understood by peers, asking for help when it is needed and communicating emotions effectively. Now that these targets
have been set, the student will work with their allocated LSA to decide the nature of support they would like to receive. The
LSA will then co-create resources with the student to help them meet their targets and achieve their goals. The LSA will step
-in and provide encouragement and support for the student, showing them the skills they will need and giving them
resources to help them to work towards their goal. The LSA will then step-back and allow the student to develop these skills
independently, only stepping-in again if the student asks them for specific help. This technique has really motivated the
students and improved their resilience and self-esteem.

How are LSA’s using step-back with students that they support?
Mollie Cross
Returning to school following the second national lockdown proved a difficult transition for the student that I have been
supporting closely this year. To ease this transition, we took time to go through two sets of easy-easier cards to understand
what we could focus on for the remainder of the year and to identify the targets my student wanted to prioritise. To begin
with we used the Returning to School After Lockdown set of cards and after
sorting through these and discussing what he could find easier, the student
chose the target “meeting my friends”.
The goals for “meeting my friends” were to meet with one friend at break
time in his usual classroom and by the end of term to go outside during break
with that friend. To begin with I stepped-in to explain how this could be
organised and how he could ask that friend to come to his classroom during
break time. I then informed the other student that he was allowed to come
to the classroom during first break and provided activities in the room that
they could use during this time. I then stepped-back and allowed them to
spend time together without any input, allowing the two students to
organise themselves. This approach has been successful and the two
students now spend regular break times together and we will soon be
moving on towards this happening outside the school building. To achieve
the next goal I will step-in and organise a safe place for them to meet and
spend their break and then step-back and allow them to plan when they will
go out and what they will do.
Building upon the confidence gained from the initial easy-easier task, the student also completed the easy-easier activity for
general school skills. One of the targets that was chosen was to work on “handwriting and writing for prolonged periods”.
The student explained that he finds it uncomfortable when writing for any length of time and he is therefore reluctant to
write lots of things down because of this. The student has found writing tasks difficult throughout the year and had
previously mentioned wanting to improve his handwriting. When the student and I sat down and discussed the support he
would like, we talked about the option of pencil grips to help support the hand. Having agreed that he would like to try a
hand grip, a variety of grips were given to him to decide which one he found the most comfortable.
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After selecting a comfortable grip, he went on to explain that he would like to do some spelling tests to practise both
handwriting and spelling. To achieve this I went through the first 200 high frequency words and pulled out ones that he
finds difficult to spell, I then chunked these into 10 word tables and spaced them out over a series of weeks. Each morning
the student had 10 minutes to practise the spellings and focus on handwriting. I step-back during this time and allow the
student to spend this time in a way that he feels is best. On Friday mornings we then have a spelling test for the 10 words
he has learnt during the week. Over the past few weeks his handwriting has improved and he is more confident when
writing out answers to questions across all subjects. His spelling has also improved due to the targets that were set. His final
agreed goal by the end of the term is to attempt a piece of extended writing.
Along with these targets the student has also been working on his skills in communicating emotions and understanding
what will help to regulate more extreme emotions. To help with this I created a set of cards. On the front they state the
emotion and on the back they have tips about what you can do in the classroom to help to manage this emotion. This has
worked well as he now finds it easier to communicate how he is feeling by showing the card that corresponds to that
feeling. He is also able to use this strategy to decide and explain what he needs to do to regulate each emotion.

Hazel Brown
Following Step-back training I decided to work with a student who has a Hearing
impairment as I wanted to provide extra support, but couldn’t quite pin point in which
area. During training we were introduced to the easy/easier grid, where a student selects
which activities they find easy to complete and other types of activities they would like to
find easier.
During a discussion with the student, she made it clear that she wanted to concentrate on
two ‘easier’ activities. Based on these she set the targets of ‘Take part in class discussions’
and ‘Being understood by my friends when I speak to them’. The student’s main objective
was to develop her communication skills so that her friends and teachers would
understand her spoken language without her having to repeat herself. These targets
resulted in the creation of two keyrings containing visual prompt cards to help the
student remember agreed strategies that she could use when talking to others, both
within class and during unstructured times.
Over the course of weeks, the student and I regularly
discussed how to effectively take part in class discussions and confidently answer questions in
front of others. Using the cards, the student developed her own strategy for success, including
giving herself time to think of an answer, selecting a suitable time to give the answer and
responding to supplementary questions using simple language, examples and descriptions.
We practiced adding more detailed description within responses as the student grew in
confidence, always making sure responses were focused not only in terms of content, but also
verbal clarity. Between us, we came up with additional strategies over time that and each was
practiced numerous times before being used in front of others. These included maintaining eyecontact, listening to others and responding at an appropriate time.
During a review of the two targets that had been set, the student stated that she was now more confident when engaging in
discussion with others, being able to calmly and clearly express herself and respond to others. She also felt that she was
more effective when answering questions in class, giving herself thinking time and not rushing to respond as quickly as
possible. Both teachers and LSAs have been encouraged by the students growing level of confidence and developing
communication skills. Overall, the student found using the easy-easier activity and bespoke resources that were made
following this extremely beneficial in helping her to confront and overcome barriers to her learning.

Samantha Pearce
Since completing my Step-Back training I have regularly used techniques that were learnt with a student that I support on a
1:1 basis. After completing an initial easy/easier activity we decided to focus on ‘asking for help when feeling overwhelmed’
over the period of a term. My student is often able to let me know when he is beginning to feel overwhelmed, however, this
activity focused upon recognizing and ‘catching’ feelings before they become overwhelming. It was hoped that this would
develop a range of communication skills, something that would be very challenging for this particular student.
We started off by filling in a ‘My feelings/My needs’ worksheet which asked what I could do to help the student when they
are feeling Mad/Sad/Scared. These are the three main emotions that the student agreed they often use to express
themselves. Following this we discussed different methods of communication as talking openly can be difficult as the
student is non-verbal when feeling anxious. Using the information gathered, a number of resources were created.
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Firstly, I created flashcards that the student can place on the desk. This has been extremely useful if I am not near to him in
the class due to restrictions in place because of COVID-19. The cards are coloured with Red/Yellow/Green. Red means ‘I
would like to leave’, yellow means ‘I’m okay but starting to feel overwhelmed’ and green for ‘all good’. Next, we use hand
signals if I am closer to him and have a good line of sight. Thumbs up for all good, sideways for okay but keep an eye on me
and down for I need some help.
In the past, when my learner let me know something is wrong, we
then struggled to figure out what emotion he was actually feeling. His
go-to emotion was ‘tired’, although in truth this was rarely the
emotion he was actually battling with. To combat the habit of
defaulting to ‘tired’, I used an emotions cube, a cube of paper with
different emotions on each face. This helped the student to identify
the emotion that he might actually be feeling and helped me to
decide the nature of the strategy to employ to help him.
I now have a toolkit of approaches and resources that help my 1:1
work through a range of emotions. I have recently introduced coping
flash cards for overwhelming emotions with steps we can try to keep
calm, e.g. count to 100, talk to someone, write about it, take 20 deep
breaths. For milder cases of anxiety, I have a folder of worksheets,
games, drawing and mindful colouring for him to engage with, taking
his mind off what is causing the anxiety. These approaches give the
student the option of personally selecting the method that they feel
to be most effective in helping them to regulate their emotions at any
given time.

Kirsty Mills
My Stepback training activities were largely focused upon helping a student with their emotional and mental health needs. I
quickly realized that any strategy employed would have to be straight forward so as not to overload the student with
information or ‘techniques’, as this would have the effect of making him want to ‘give up’ as it would all be ‘too much’
before the process had even started. One of my aims was for the student to complete an ‘Easy, Easier, Easiest’ task with me,
with the optimal outcome being that he would develop an insight into the reasons behind any negative behaviours and
emotions. I hoped that this would help him to understand their cause and therefore be able to regulate them more
effectively. The task involved going through some basic classroom scenarios and having the student pinpoint those which he
found easiest, easy and those which could be made easier for him. The student’s choices implied that while he enjoys
challenges in the classroom and has no problem with his self-confidence, he does however struggle to manage his emotions,
especially when excited or experiencing stress. He would like to find this easier as periods of excitement, or stress, often
result in outbursts, energetic body movements and vocal responses. During these times he forgets to respect people’s
personal space and outbursts can disrupt the
learning of others. To help the student to manage
these behaviours and just as importantly recognising
what triggered the feelings that made him react this
way in the first place, I devised a ‘Feelings Sheet.’ The
sheet consists of a basic layout, so as not to overload
the senses and cause further excited responses, with
basic questions:
How am I feeling? (He has four emoji’s to choose
from via a tick box to indicate his current emotion)
What happened to make me feel this way?
If negative, how could I react differently next time?
If positive, what can I remember to have a positive
experience again next time?

I wanted the questions to be self-reflective. I also made a time out card that the student can put discreetly on the desk to
signal to me that he needs to take a break from the situation and return to tasks feeling calmer and more positive.
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I also factored into this some daily reminder cards, reminding him of the value of other people’s space and the need to
accept and respect a range of personal views.
The Easy, Easier, Easiest task also revealed that the student struggles to begin his writing tasks in class. He very honestly told
me that in his opinion this is mostly due to his inability to concentrate enough at the start of a task. Even low volume class
discussion is enough for his focus to shift, preventing him from being able to envision how to begin his work. After talking it
through with the student, who did not want to begin his classwork in a quieter space, I came to the conclusion that he
would benefit greatly from a sentence starter sheet. This provided a list of words he could use to begin written tasks, from
descriptive writing in English through to Science evaluations. The structure provided included sections with specific words
that emphasise cause, contrast, emphasis and that can link phrases. This approach has encouraged greater levels of
independent learning and resilience to confront and complete tasks. At the end of these tasks I step-in to remind the
student to read through his work and self-edit as he tends to miss off some letters when rushing to finish things off.
Working with the student throughout the year has really help us to develop the step-back approaches and learning tools
fully. Evaluations of progress clearly show that self-esteem, motivation and self-awareness, as well as the quality of work
produced, have developed and significantly improved. Regular use of agreed strategies have allowed for more
independence and greater personal control of how to approach both school work and social situations.

Jodie Williams
During my step back training I supported a student to determine which goals he would like to choose to work towards over a
set period of time. I decided to use the ‘Easy-easier’ strategy to establish which targets he would like to set himself.
I sat down with the student and we spent some time discussing a set of easy-easier targets. The
student placed the targets that he believed he already found particularly easy within the ‘easy’
section, before deciding upon two targets from his ‘easier’ list that he wished to focus upon. The
two targets he chose were ‘Know how to say ‘no’ to support me doing something by myself’ and
‘Take full part in PE and sports activities’.
Over the following few weeks I prompted the student to remember his targets and to set his own reminders in order to
improve his level of independence. On top of this we had numerous discussions around how best to achieve the targets,
drip feeding ideas and using a lot of praise and verbal encouragement when strategies were used and progress made. In
relation to the students’ confidence, he now regularly asks me to step-back, saying ‘no thank you’ when help and guidance
is offered. He is increasingly willing to at least start a tasks and attempt to address errors himself, before asking me to step
back in. Another example of his growing independence is that he no longer seeks continual
reassurance from staff. I sit away from the student for much of the lesson, rather than right next
to him, as had previously been the case. This has had the positive knock on effect of improving
interaction with his peers, which in turn has led to the student being more willing to engage in
group activities, such as those encountered within PE lessons. This provides a good example of
how two targets can be addressed using strategies that help to develop confidence, alongside a
range of generic skills.

Rebecca Chapman
Lockdown was for many students a daunting time. Significant changes were made within the field of education, with schools
having to safely navigate the safe return of all students to the school site. Fortunately, the student that I work with on a 1:1
basis had continued to access the in school Learning Hub throughout periods of lockdown and so disruption in terms of the
school day and patterns of learning were minimized. Lessons had been moved online however, and the support staff with
available to support the student changing regularly. This meant that the student was often working outside their comfort
zone, having to complete tasks with increasing independence.
One of the fundamental challenges experienced by this student, is applying appropriate social skills to different social
contexts. He often finds social interaction difficult and any changes to routine stressful, being especially uneasy when there
are changes in relation to LSA support. However, due to the changing circumstances he was placed in situations that were
unavoidable. To help rapidly develop confidence and social skills, we went through some easy-easier social skills cards to
identify a number of short/long term goals that would help the student successfully navigate, what was for him an
unfamiliar and often intimidating social landscape. This included planning for a full school return with the associated plans
for a catch-up curriculum and COVID safe routines.
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Upon reviewing the easy-easier social skills cards, the two that the student decided he wanted to focus on were


Say hello to a person



Join in with a group of friends that are already talking

What I found really empowering was that he decided that he wanted to make his own more in-depth target that was
inspired by target 1. So instead of ‘saying hello to a person’ he wanted to progress this skill to ‘starting a conversation with a
variety of different people in a way that will help to better build and develop relationships’. Upon identifying these targets
we discussed how we could go about meeting them successfully. Some of the key ideas were to actively try and initiate
conversation with his peers and others, to be an active contributor and to recognise conversation tone and understand what
constitutes an appropriate, balanced conversation. We also discussed ways in which he could act independently, although I
would support him to begin with, helping him to integrate into these environments by stepping in and including him in
conversations. I would also walk in with him to groups that had already established a conversation. Over time however, I
would step-back and he would have to start/join these conversations himself.
To help bridge the gap between him and his peers, we worked through a variety of worksheets that focused on sentence
starters and appropriate conversations to have with different groups of people. We discussed how tone, and formal/
informal greetings would be perceived by different people. We put these into categories, such as family, staff, friends and
acquaintances, and discussed topics for discussion that would be appropriate. We also came up with some greetings and
sentence starters for each group. Furthermore, we explored moods, and how to use facial expressions to read emotions.
This is very much still a work in progress, but I think it is a vital step on the way to the student being able to recognise peer
behaviour and emotions.
One of the key parts of Step-back that the student has really benefited from is having more independence in lessons, and
being less reliant on continuous help and support. Learning appropriate sentence starters has made him more confident to
approach others and start conversations. This in turn has led to a much more student-led school environment, whereby he
asks for help as and when needed. These verbal cues, and continued integration with peers at lunch and break-times, has
carried over into lessons through paired and group work and class discussion. I have seen significant progression in his
desire to work collaboratively and use me as LSA as a last resort if he has exhausted all other problem solving skills.
I think the integration of Step-back has been invaluable in addressing some of the identified social skills prioritised as part of
his easy-easier targets. The progress made has been really encouraging, and I think with continued implementation of the
Step-back approach he will continue to go from strength to strength.

Clare Burns
I have been using the Step-Back programme with a student who has started to display challenging behaviour within the
classroom. During discussions it transpired that he finds it difficult to concentrate for lengthy periods of time and becomes
frustrated when this is expected of him. Placed in these situations he began to display symptoms of anger, which resulted
in him refusing follow teacher instructions and to engage with activities.
The student wanted to find it easier to control his anger in order to be able to stay
within the classroom for longer periods of time. He was anxious about finishing
work and wanted to find strategies that would help him to recognise when his
anger was building and to reduce it before he reached the point of no return.
We used an outline of a figure and he was able to identify and point out where the
anger would start and how he could physically feel it building. He said these
feelings built in stages as things happened around him, until he could no longer
contain his frustration and had to let it out.
The student suggested that he could most probably identify his feelings in a non-verbal way by using an anger scale. This
would then allow him to notify staff in a discreet way that he needed some quiet time, or less stimulus before he began to
disrupt the lesson. We decided that if he reached a certain point on the scale it would be recommended that he takes
himself out of the classroom situation and take some time outside of the classroom to calm himself and refocus.
The student tried this for 2 weeks and we then met for a review to see if any progress had been made. He said the scale had
helped him to feel calmer as his interaction with staff had improved as a result of using it. This process has enhanced the
students wellbeing and reduced the physical symptoms of his anger as he is now better able to control his emotions.
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Jessica Lambert
I have used the easy-easier cards so that I can identify what areas a
student that I am supporting would like more support with - without
him having to ask for help in front of the class. The target we are
working on is to regulate emotions and manage anger within the
classroom and I have used mood cards with my student so that he
can show me how he is feeling. To help him to manage his emotions I
have given him reminder cards containing coping techniques and
calming activities. These have not only helped the student to manage
his behaviour, but to communicate his needs to members of staff.
The cards make it quick and easy for the member of staff to identify
that the student is struggling with their emotions, whilst allowing the
student to find his own way to channel his frustration and anger.
I have also worked with the student to create a mood sheet, to better understand how he is feeling at any give time. The
record sheet allows him to write his thoughts and feelings down and share these discreetly with staff. These resources have
had a positive effect on the student and he is now managing to communicate his emotions and needs effectively within the
classroom. This has reduced outbursts and negative behaviour borne out of frustration, the student being able to
concentrate for longer periods of time during lessons. I now talk with teachers regularly about the strategies being
employed and they have been keen to incorporate the information from the ‘easier’ cards as part of a more personalised
approach when setting tasks. This has given the student increased confidence and encouraged him to communicate his
needs more openly each lesson.

How are we working together as a department to step-back?
One of the most important aspects of
Step-back is for the information and
plans we make with the students to be
shared with all members of staff who
work with them. One of the ways we do
this is to keep our Step-back resources
and action plans in a shared area so
everyone in the ALN department can take
of-the-peg activities and view targets that
are being worked on and with which
students. We also keep a step-back log
which records who we are working with,
what their targets are and what
resources we are using or need.
Within the ALN Department we have
created a board dedicated to Step-back
resources. All resources we create for
our students are put up on this board for
everyone to use if applicable to the
groups or individuals that they support.
Sometimes, where more than one LSA is
working with a student, it has been useful
to have a copy of a particular resource to
reinforce work being completed that is
linked to a specific Step-back target.
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Attachment
Rebecca Greenhalgh, Siana Fflur and Lana Ball

What is Attachment?
“Responsiveness, availability, care, love in infancy are as important to mental health as vitamins are to physical health.”
– John Bowlby, 1953
Babies are born with a set of behaviours designed to keep adults close to them so they can receive the nurture and care they need.

Attachment behaviours can look like this…l

And the response from the caregiver might look like this…

The early relationship you have with your main caregiver acts as a template or a ‘blueprint’ about what to expect and how to
engage in relationships as you get older. Those who have experienced sensitive, responsive caregiving might expect that
adults are caring, that the world is a safe place and they themselves are likeable and loveable.
The attachment relationship can be described as a circle where the adult is used as a safe pair of hands or “safe base” that
the child / young person can come back to if they get upset or need comfort. This circle consists of ‘going out’ to explore and
‘coming in’ for support.

What is ‘good enough’?

There is no such thing as perfect parenting/caring. All parents and carers will at times miss their children’s cues or get things
wrong – this is part of the normal journey of caregiving. Sometimes it can be hard to know what children/young people (C/
YP) want from the cues they give. C/YP may look as though they want to go out and explore but what they actually need is to
be close to you - this is called a miscue, adults do this too! Have you ever told a friend or partner that you were ‘fine’ when
what you actually needed was some support?
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Developmental trauma - What happens when care isn’t good enough?
Difficulties arise when care is consistently neglectful, abusive, or there is a significant separation or adverse event within C/
YP’s important relationships. These circumstances affect many aspects of C/YP’s development, and C/YP may grow up with an
unhelpful view of themselves, others and the world.
Their ‘blueprint’ might expect adults to be scary and inconsistent, the world to be unsafe and they may see themselves as
unwanted.
These C/YP find coping strategies and ways of surviving which may have been protective in the context where they developed,
but may not be beneficial for their development or future relationships.

How does this impact the developing brain?
Our brains develop from the bottom up – the more primitive areas are fully
developed at birth, the more complex cortical brain continues to develop well
into our 20s. Through countless interactions, adults help C/YP build bridges
between these parts of the brain.
C/YP who are in danger will be using the primitive part of the brain (brain stem
and limbic system) that is responsible for survival - fight, flight and freeze.
The Amygdala is a small region of the primitive brain that is involved in
emotions such as fear and anxiety. The amygdala is in the ‘driving seat’ for
many traumatised C/YP (Gerin et al., 2019; Hein & Monk, 2017).
This means that processes required for healthy development such as learning
new information, problem solving, balancing consequences, sharing with
siblings or peers and empathising are difficult for these C/YP because very little
information is being passed up to the cortical brain.

What does this look like in the classroom?
Unfortunately, C/YP’s survival/coping strategies don’t ‘switch off’ when they are in a safe environment. An environment that
may seem safe to us, such as school, could be very threatening to traumatised C/YP. Every noise, look, argument, separation
from the teacher etc. may feel frightening because their ‘blueprint’ warns them that others are not to be trusted. See below
for possible ways this may play out:
Behaviour
Staying very close to the teacher and asking lots of questions, not being able to sit and work without the teacher’s attention,
may be described as ‘clingy’. Can be loud and disruptive in class.
What could be the ‘blueprint’?
I have learnt that when adults aren’t with me they forget about me and sometimes don’t come back. I feel terrified this will
happen again. I need to make sure you notice me and you don’t forget about me.
Behaviour
Gets very upset when getting an answer wrong in class or losing a game. Tries to take over and control group games and/or
discussion. Sometimes verbally or physically aggressive when told off or asked to do something.
What could be the ‘blueprint’?
I have learnt that adults are unpredictable and I can’t trust them. They can be frightening and I don’t know what they will do
next. It must be my fault. If you criticise me I will make you feel as worthless as I do. I have learnt that adults are
unpredictable and I can’t trust them. They can be frightening and I don’t know what they will do next. It must be my fault. If
you criticise me I will make you feel as worthless as I do.
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What can you do to help in school?
All C/YP respond differently to the school environment and all will need support at times from an adult to physically and
emotionally regulate. The ideas below are useful for all C/YP, especially those who have experienced trauma.

Recognising the need for connection
Understanding where C/YP are on the circle (going out to explore, or coming in for comfort and support) and learning
what their cues mean could help teachers to better meet C/YP’s emotional needs in the classroom and prevent
frustration on either side.
For example if a child / young person is continuously showing you their work, this could be displaying a need for
connection. Recognising this and responding empathically to this need might support the child/young person to settle.
No one will get this right 100% of the time, as there are so many demands on teachers time and attention, just aim for
‘good enough’.

PACE
PACE stands for Playfulness, Acceptance, Curiosity and Empathy. It represents a way of being and communicating that
can support C/YP to emotionally regulate by calming down their primitive brain (responsible for emotion and fight, flight
or freeze) and building a bridge to the neocortex (necessary for tasks such as reflection, reasoning, empathy and
repairing relationships).
To read more about PACE follow the link https://ddpnetwork.org/about-ddp/meant-pace/.

Sensory breaks
Emotions are felt in the body as well as in the mind. You can support C/YP to emotionally regulate by doing short bursts of
physical and sensory activity.
“Research has shown that when we change our physical state – through movement or relaxation, for example – we can
change our emotional state” (Siegel, Bryson, 2011)

Physical regulation techniques
Upregulating activities:

Chair push up
(When overstimulated):
Place your weight in your
hands beside you on the chair,
lifting yourself up and holding
until you get tired.

(When under-stimulated):
Jumping jacks, sit ups, push
ups and eating crunchy foods
can help C/YP to upregulate.

Positive tactile sensation
(When overstimulated):
Squeezing a stress ball,
stroking soft material, rubbing
a smooth stone kept in their
pocket etc. can help C/YP to
downregulate.

For more information and ideas for sensory breaks please go to: http://www.nibblesandbubbles.co.uk/
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When things don’t go to plan – connection before correction
Connection before correction helps C/YP to learn that your relationship is ok, but their behaviour was not ok (as
opposed to “I’m not ok and we’re not ok”). Correcting behaviour with rewards and consequences is much more
effective when C/YP feel calm and emotionally safe. Therefore, always focus on connection before correction.
Connection:

Correction:

Show genuine interest in C/YP’s thoughts and feelings

Be clear about boundaries (what isn’t allowed) and
consequences (if… then…)

Be empathetic and accepting of C/YP’s feelings
Remind C/YP that your relationship with them is ok

Help C/YP to understand the impact of their behaviour on
others
Don’t use your relationship as punishment or reward
“Time in” not “time out” – Bring C/YP close

Connection before correction in school – an example:
A boy came in from the playground in an angry state complaining that something was unfair. He was swearing and
slamming doors. The teacher remained calm and said to him that she understood how unfair things sometimes felt, how
frustrating that must be and how awful that must feel. The boy slowly become calmer and was able to get on with some
work. Later in the day the teacher spoke to the boy about his anger and thought with him about ways to manage it.
Give C/YP consequences which let them repair any physical and relational damage their behaviour has caused. For
example:
 If a C/YP breaks a valued object, help them to glue it back together
 f a C/YP throws a chair at a teacher help them to write an apology letter to the teacher and anyone else affected
 If a C/YP hits a peer, support a repairing conversation between the two once they are calm

Transitions
There are a lot of changes that happen within the school day and many C/YP who have experienced trauma will find
this particularly anxiety provoking especially if it is not expected. This could be because change signifies that adults are
in control which can be distressing if C/YP’s ‘blueprint’ tells them adults are not to be trusted. You can support C/YP
through a transition by showing them that you can keep them in mind and they won’t be forgotten. For example, by:


Giving the C/YP a sticker to wear, and wear the same sticker yourself



Tie an imaginary string around your thumb, and the other end of the imaginary string around the C/YP’s thumb
at the beginning of a lesson. Every now and then, give the C/YP a ‘thumbs up’ during the class

Other ideas to help with transitions:


Giving the C/YP a concrete sentimental object to hold on to during transitions can ease anxiety



A tutor could help students who find transitions challenging to look through their timetable each morning to
ensure that the pupil knows where they have to be and at what time.

For more information and examples, see:
https://beaconhouse.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/Supporting-Transitions-2.pdf
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What does the research say?
Dingwall and Sebba’s (2018) Evaluation of the attachment aware schools programme final report:
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Helpful books and tools for applying attachment theory in the classroom

Inside I’m hurting: Practical strategies for supporting children with attachment difficulties in schools.
Louise Michelle Bomber

Attachment in the Classroom: The links between children’s early experiences, emotional wellbeing and performance in school: a practical guide for schools. Heather Geddes.

Observing children with attachment difficulties in school: a tool for identifying and supporting
emotional and social difficulties in children age 5-11. Kim Golding et al.

What is empathy video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Evwgu369Jw

What survival looks like in school PDF’s
http://www.innerworldwork.co.uk/?page_id=45

Berger and Berger, (2009). Attachment in the Classroom. Educational Psychology Review
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Mindfulness in Schools
Reproduced with the kind permission of Dan Jones (freelance writer based in Brighton)
What’s the point of school? It’s a question most pupils will
have asked themselves at one time or another. And it’s one
that parents, teachers and government ministers ponder too,
though not always for the same reasons. The answer might
seem straightforward: to provide children with an education in
the traditional sense of imparting knowledge and
understanding to students, so that they can pass exams and
enter the workplace or further education with the intellectual
tools to get them ahead in life.
Guy Claxton, Professor of Learning Sciences at Winchester
College, UK, has written a rather different book-length answer
to what the point of schools should be (Claxton, 2008).
‘There’s an increasing recognition that there is a broader
range of mental and emotional skills that are useful to
cultivate, whether you’re going to read medicine at Cambridge
or do an NVQ in hairdressing,’ says Claxton.
And these skills are not just bodies of knowledge, but ‘habits of mind’ that guide how we learn and develop. Indeed, Lauren
Resnick, an educational psychologist at the University of Pittsburgh and former President of the American Educational
Research Association, argues that ‘our intelligence is merely the sum total of our habits of mind’. As Claxton points out, ‘This
isn’t to deny intellectual skills, but it’s a new way of bringing psychology to bear on education, in terms of understanding
what those habits are – and how those habits could be trained and changed in normal school lessons.’
A major development in this direction was the introduction of Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) to schools
under the previous Labour government. The goals of SEAL are to encourage self-awareness, ‘emotional intelligence’, and
motivation, and to nurture social skills and empathy. SEAL is not a neatly defined syllabus nor a mandatory content-specific
course – schools pursue SEAL in highly varied ways. Nonetheless, published SEAL guidance documents do provide a
framework for achieving these expanded goals. ‘When SEAL is implemented as written, it has a big impact on outcomes,’ says
Katherine Weare, Professor of Education at the University of Southampton. Today, SEAL is pursued in 90 per cent of primary
schools, and 70 per cent of secondary schools, and they like it, says Weare.
Yet educationalists may have overlooked a powerful and cheap tool that can help deliver on SEAL objectives – ‘mindfulness’
training. Mindfulness is a ‘mode of being’ that is rooted in paying attention, non-judgmentally, to the present moment, to our
current conscious experience of the world. It’s a mode of being that can be taught, typically as a series of simple meditationstyle exercises. Mindfulness exercises increase awareness of the contents of our minds, and provide ways to respond to our
thoughts and feelings ‘skillfully’, such that they are less likely to lead to emotional distress or harmful behaviours.
‘Mindfulness could really help teachers get to the heart of the skills SEAL tries to nurture, and achieve what they want to,’
says Weare.
What is mindfulness?
Mindfulness is not an abstract or remote body of knowledge, like physics or history. It’s more of a practical skill, like being
able to ride a bike or play the piano. To get a handle on what this means, you have to look at how mindfulness is actually
practised.
A commonly used way to get into a mindful state is to simply sit on a chair, close your eyes, and begin
to focus on your breath. As you sit still – relaxed, but alert – you direct your attention to the
sensation of each inhalation and exhalation: perhaps the gentle rise and fall of your chest, or the
feeling of air as it enters and leaves your nostrils.
While doing this, other thoughts will enter your mind unbidden: ‘I must pay that gas bill later’, ‘Did I
come off as stupid in the meeting earlier?’ or even ‘I keep losing track of my breath and thinking
about other things – I’m rubbish at this!’. These intrusions of thought don’t mean that you’re failing
to be mindful; what matters is how you respond to these thoughts. The idea in a mindfulness session
is to merely note these thoughts, without judgement, and to let them pass. You then return to
focusing on the breath – and then, as further thoughts enter your mind of their own accord, you
simply note them, and move on.
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focusing on the breath – and then, as further thoughts enter your mind of their own accord, you simply note them, and move
on.
How is mindfulness beneficial?
At first, achieving mindfulness can seem difficult, even pointless – much like practising scales on a piano. But perseverance
pays off. Over the past 20 years, dozens of studies have demonstrated that mindfulness provides benefits in a range of clinical
settings, from pain management and stress to depression, as well as in non-clinical groups (Baer, 2003; Greeson, 2009). The
vast majority of studies on mindfulness, as both a therapeutic intervention and as a tool to aid everyday well-being, have
been done with adults, but in recent years researchers have begun to explore how it might be applied to teenagers and even
to very young, pre-school children. The results to date in this emerging field suggest that mindfulness training is both feasible
and beneficial for children across a wide range of ages and contexts (Burke, 2010).
Mindfulness training has at least five broad beneficial effects, according to Felicia Huppert, Professor of Psychology of the
University of Cambridge’s Well-Being Institute. Specifically, mindfulness promotes:
.- increased sensory awareness;
- greater cognitive control;
- enhanced regulation of emotions;
- acceptance of transient thoughts and feelings; and
- the capacity to regulate attention
Sensory awareness
Mindful practices nurture the capacity to bring our current sensory experience to the forefront of consciousness. In doing so,
they create the mental space to ‘stop and smell the roses’, to be charmed by a child’s smile or moved by a dramatic sunset.
‘In Western societies, most of us, most of the time, are on autopilot, and what’s going on in our heads is mostly about the
past and the future,’ says Huppert. ‘We spend so little time in the moment.’ Being in the moment, and appreciating positive
sensory experiences, is not only intrinsically enjoyable, but also elicits positive emotions that feed into overall well-being.
Psychologist Barbara Fredrickson of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, has demonstrated that recurrently
experiencing positive emotions simultaneously broadens our sensory awareness – creating further opportunities for sensory
savouring – and also builds psychological and emotional resilience (Fredrickson, 2009).
Cognitive control
Unlike some forms of meditation, the goal of mindfulness is not to clear one’s mind of all thoughts and feelings, but to
anchor oneself to current sensory experiences and to allow thoughts to enter the mind freely. The key is to note these
passing thoughts non-judgmentally, without analysing them or elaborating on their contents. Perhaps you think, ‘I keep losing
focus on my breath and keep thinking about my to-do list!’. In a mindful state, you don’t expand on this thought and start
asking ‘Does this mean I can’t do mindfulness? Am I doing it wrong?’ – you simply acknowledge the thought and bring your
focus back to your breath. In this way, mindfulness promotes a ‘decentred’ perspective on our teeming thoughts, and creates
some distance between thoughts that arise and our cognitive reactions to them. ‘The idea is that thoughts come and go like
clouds,’ says Huppert. ‘Just because you’re having a thought doesn’t mean you have to act on it, or even that it reflects
anything about reality, or you. It’s just a thought.’
Emotion regulation
Many of our intrusive thoughts come with an emotional flavour. Often these are negative – we suddenly remember a recent
argument, which makes us angry, or the time we embarrassed ourselves in front of the boss. It’s all too easy to get caught up
by these intrusive emotional thoughts, and to ruminate on them at length. Again, mindfulness encourages a more decentred
perspective on these feelings: they should be noted, and let pass. ‘Simply recognising your feelings gives you a choice in how
you’re going to respond, rather than reacting automatically in ways that lead to trouble,’ says Huppert.
Acceptance
The non-judgmental, detached perspective on our thoughts and feelings encouraged by mindfulness training is another way
of talking about acceptance of these thoughts and feelings. ‘That’s a huge thing,’ says Huppert. ‘You’re not beating yourself
up for having this thought or that feeling. You’re learning to be kind to yourself – and it’s believed that this has knock-on
effects for being kind to others, though the evidence is not yet as clear as we would like.’
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Attention regulation
Mindfulness doesn’t demand that you clear your mind of all thoughts and feelings, but that you allow them to float by
without being caught up in them, and return your focus of attention to whatever mindful practice you are engaged in. In
other words, it provides training in how to regulate and direct, at will, your attention. In his 1890 classic The Principles of
Psychology, William James celebrated the importance of this skill: ‘The faculty of voluntarily bringing back a wandering
attention over and over again, is the very root of judgement, character and will. No one is compus sui if he have it not. An
education which should improve this faculty would be the education par excellence. But it is easier to define this ideal than to
give practical instructions for bringing it about.’
From clinics to schools
Historically, mindfulness has mainly been used in the clinical context of treating mental health problems such as stress and
depression. ‘But we now realise that we had neglected its potentially preventative applications, and the possible benefits of
mindfulness for children in the non-clinical context of schools,’ says psychotherapist Jini Lavelle, who has taught mindfulness
in schools around Oxfordshire in recent years. ‘We need this in schools so that rather than having people come to learn
mindfulness as adults to deal with stress and depression, we teach these skills as children grow up.’
This perspective stresses that the benefits of mindfulness training for children and adolescents are not education-specific,
nor limited to the classroom. Yet they do have a remarkable degree of overlap with the SEAL objectives of self-awareness,
emotional intelligence, motivation and social skills. ‘For all of the SEAL outcomes, there are good reasons to think that
mindfulness helps,’ says Weare. Mindfulness inherently increases self-awareness, and nurtures the capacity to regulate
automatic emotional reactions to life’s slings and arrows. This is not just beneficial for the mindful individual, but also for
those around them. ‘If you manage your impulses better, you can avoid wrangles with other people, and listen to them and
see their point of view,’ says Weare.
The evidence for the benefits of mindfulness and related practices in school settings has been a long time coming. About 15
years ago, a PhD student of Claxton’s, Caroline Mann, took meditation practices to classes of Year 8 students (12- and 13-year
-olds). Pupils reported that meditation was useful in terms of maintaining psychological equanimity and coping with stress
and incidents in the playground, and Mann also found that meditation improved performance on memory tests.
Now there is increasing evidence that mindfulness really does make a difference when delivered in the classroom. Last year,
private-practice psychotherapist Gina Biegel and psychologist Kirk Warren Brown of Virginia Commonwealth University
released a ‘White Paper’ (not a peer-reviewed publication) reporting the results of a pilot, school-based mindfulness
programme in young children (Biegel & Brown, 2010). This study explored whether mindfulness training could improve
academic achievement, powers of attention, social skills, behavioural problems and engagement with academic studies
among 2nd and 3rd grade pupils (= Years 3 and 4 in the UK).
This pilot study enrolled 79 children at Berkley Maynard Academy, an elementary school in Oakland, California, for a fiveweek course in mindfulness. The programme comprised three 15-minute sessions a week, which both teachers and students
attended. The 15 sessions involved a range of mindful activities, including listening, breathing, movement, walking and
eating, as well as lessons on the promotion of kindness and caring. Students were assessed using a number of quantitative
measures immediately before and after the mindfulness course, and then three months later to see what effects the course
had.
Biegel and Brown report that this programme was generally well tolerated without any
adverse side-effects, and also improved attention and teacher-rated social skills among
students. The attentional capacities of children were measured using the Attention Network
Task-Child Version (ANT-C). A particularly important aspect of attention tapped by the ANT-C
is the capacity for executive or cognitive control – the ability to override impulses and focus
attention on salient sensory information, which enables goal-directed behaviour and creates
cognitive flexibility. Cognitive control is crucial to decision making and is correlated with
academic success (Visu-Petra et al., 2011). Overall, between the beginning and end of the five
-week course, 64 per cent of children improved their scores on ANT-C cognitive control – an
effect that persisted at three-month follow-up. At the beginning and end of the study
teachers also completed the Social Skills Rating System (SSRS) to assess students’ social
behaviours. Biegel and Brown report that their mindfulness programme improved teacherrated social skills over the course of the intervention, which, like the effects on attention,
remained evident three months later.
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We recently saw the publication of the first peer-reviewed, controlled study on mindfulness in schools. This was carried out
by Felicia Huppert and Daniel Johnson from the Cambridge Well-Being Institute, working with teachers Richard Burnett of
Tonbridge School and Chris Cullen of Hampton School, both of whom are mindfulness practitioners (Huppert & Johnson,
2010).
Drawing on the practical experience of Cullen and Burnett (who wrote a master’s thesis on mindfulness in schools), the team
drew up a four-week syllabus for use in Tonbridge and Hampton (both independent, fee-paying boys’ schools) among 14- and
15-year-olds. The course consisted of four 40-minute classes, taken once a week, in which students were introduced to the
principles and practice of mindfulness meditation. In addition, students were encouraged to practise mindfulness daily with
the aid of short audio files that talked them through what they should do (these were recorded by Michael Chaskalson, an
experienced Cambridge-based mindfulness trainer).
In total, 173 students were enrolled in the study. Mindfulness was taught during religious education classes, with each
student being in one of 11 classes at the two schools. Six classes took normal classes to provide a control group, while the
other five undertook mindfulness training. At the beginning and the end of the study, students completed a series of online
questionnaires to assess their psychological well-being, resilience and self-reported mindfulness. (These were measured
using the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale, the Ego Resiliency Scale, and the Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness
Scale-Revised, respectively.) Students also completed the Ten-Item Personality Inventory so that personality differences could
be explored in the context of mindfulness training.
At the beginning of the study, the students in these schools tended to fall in the middle or upper range of the well-being,
resilience and mindfulness scales. These baseline measures in part depended on the personality styles of the students: those
who scored highly on conscientiousness and emotional stability tended to show greater well-being, resilience and
mindfulness. In addition, high extraversion was an additional predictor of greater resilience and well-being, and openness to
experience was positively correlated with well-being.
Overall, there was a significant increase in well-being among the students who received mindfulness training. But perhaps
more importantly, these effects on well-being were dose-dependent. Not all students practised mindfulness equally – some
practised at least three times a week, others did not practise at all – but the more practice they did, the more benefit they
gained. Interestingly, students low in emotional stability (i.e. anxious or neurotic) derived particular benefit – and these are
arguably the students most in need of an intervention promoting mental well-being.
In this short trial mindfulness did not show any significant benefits on resilience. ‘It could be that you get an effect on wellbeing sooner than you get one on resilience,’ says Huppert. Alternatively, this result may turn on the resilience measure used.
‘It was the best we could find at the time, but it’s not the measure I’d use now,’ says Huppert.
Since completing this pilot study, Huppert, Burnett and Cullen have worked with other colleagues to create an expanded
eight-week course that is currently being trialled in a number of state schools around the UK, and in some other European
countries. Although not yet part of a controlled study, the aim is get feedback on the course from teachers and students so
that it can be refined and tweaked to optimise its use in the classroom, with the aim of running another randomised
controlled trial in the 2012/2013 academic year. At the same time, Lavelle’s research assistant Sarah Hennelly is currently
completing a master’s degree at Oxford Brookes University looking at mindfulness in schools. Results from this are expected
later this year.

The future of mindfulness in schools
Despite widespread recognition of the benefits of mindfulness training, there are a
number of challenges in getting it into schools. Some parents and teachers might worry
that mindfulness training is part of a broader tendency to label kids with having problems
that need fixing, as in the case of medical treatments of attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder.
Yet this is not how most mindfulness practitioners see it being applied. ‘In schools it’s
quite important that it’s taken out of therapeutic box and put squarely in the territory of
flourishing,’ says Burnett. ‘Mindfulness is about helping young minds flourish in the
broadest sense.’ Cullen agrees: ‘For some kids mindfulness may be about managing stress
or anxiety, but for others it’s about how they play on the sports field, practice music,
dance or drama, or maintain concentration during homework.’
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Another major challenge of bringing mindfulness to schools is the dearth of teachers trained in the relevant practices. Just as
teaching someone to play the piano or football requires some practical experience in these skills, so too for mindfulness. ‘You
don’t have to be a Zen master, but you can’t train kids in the classroom if you don’t have your own mindfulness practice,’ says
Burnett.
This suggests that there may be a place for mindfulness training in teacher training. ‘I feel very strongly that it should be part
of teacher training, because apart from anything else it will benefit the trainee teachers enormously – and then they can use
it in their schools,’ says Lavelle. Accumulating evidence suggests that the social and emotional competence of teachers is a
key factor in establishing healthy student–teacher relationships, managing the classroom, and teaching social and emotional
aspects of learning – creating what Patricia Jennings and Mark Greenberg call the ‘prosocial classroom’ (Jennings &
Greenberg, 2009). Claxton agrees that mindfulness would be hugely beneficial for both teachers and students: ‘If I ruled the
world I would make it mandatory – there is no downside risk, and the evidence shows these things work.’
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Classroom and Student Outcomes. From
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The above article has been used with the kind permission of the author.
For further details please see
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-24/edition-10/mindfulness-schools
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The Ideal Safe School
By Mollie Cross, LSA
The Ideal Safe School was a project that I was given by Educational Psychology to help a student with a
high level of school anxiety. The project opens communication between a member of staff and their
student through a practical activity, rather than a question and answer approach that explores how they
feel about school. I received a booklet created by Dr Jane Williams a Senior Educational Psychologist at
Dudley Educational Psychology Service that contained prompts about each aspect of the school day and
gave space for the student to draw a picture about each part of their day. The booklet also contained
space to record any discussion that took place when completing the project.
The student I work with finds it very difficult to discuss their feelings, especially those feelings around coming into school
and completing work. They have also found returning to school following lockdown quite daunting. As there had been
so much disruption to school routines during lockdown, the Ideal School Project has helped the student to come back
into the school building, to accept new routines and re-engage with work.
The project suggests that in order to create a relaxed environment you should sit with the student and allow them full
control over drawing each part of their school day. As my student does not enjoy drawing and would have also found
this approach therefore stressful, I planned ways around this by working with them to creative activities for each
prompt. Due to the relaxed nature of the project and the creativity required, we were able to work through the project
over a few days and this helped to both relax the student back into the routine of attending school, whilst allowing me to
build an understanding of how the student feels about different aspects of school life and what could be put in place to
reduce anxiety.
We started the first prompt with finding pictures online of things that would make up the morning routine and how they
contribute to the student being ready for the school day. We also found pictures of the activities that the student looks
forward to engaging with when they get to school. The student then created a collage with these pictures and talked to
me about the prompts, asking me to write out the information around the pictures. We then used outlines of people to
create what we would like to wear to school and discussed whether uniform is a good thing, or whether wearing your
own clothes would be more comfortable.
The next prompt was about the outside of the school and how the school could when you arrive. For this prompt the
student used Lego to create what the school would look like from the outside, where people would be and how arriving
at school would happen. Once the outside of the school was created we then merged this with the prompt of the
playground, again using Lego to create what facilities he would like to have access to during unstructured times outside
of the building.
The next section was about the classroom and work space. The student created a cardboard model of his ideal
classroom and we discussed how it would look, what it would have in it and how he would like to use the room. We
then went on to look at who would be in the classroom and where in the room these people would be. We also thought
about who would provide support. To visualise this we used tiny figures of people to represent the teachers, support
staff and members of the class. After completing each activity I took photos of the designs so that the student could
annotate the images and add any additional thoughts, creating a project book in the process.
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The final activity the student completed for this project was about break time. For this activity the student researched
pictures of all the things they would like to spend break times doing, reflecting upon earlier discussion relating to the
type of facilities that could be made available. They then created a collage with these photos, whilst we discussed what
was chosen and why they enjoyed each activity. We also discussed who they would like to spend break times with, what
they would be doing and where they would be.
The Ideal Safe School Project has allowed the student to open up about their feelings towards school and to show these
feelings in a creative way. As we worked through the prompts the student became increasingly engaged with the
activities. Completing this work allowed me to develop a deeper understanding about which aspects of school the
student finds distressing. It also gave me new ideas of ways to reduce this distress, but also to increase the aspects of
school life that they enjoy. The project has enhanced my knowledge of my student’s interests and friendships which led
me to create opportunities for stronger connections to be made with friends and peers. Focusing on creative activities
surrounding school experiences created a relaxed space for the student to transition back into school as smoothly as
possible following long periods spent at home.

Year 7 SGP - A Midsummers Night’s Dream
By Emma Young, LSA
As part of the Curriculum for Wales days
Year 7 have been learning all about A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and
students within the small group
provision class had great fun creating
masks
and
costumes
for
the
performance. Each student chose a
style of mask and were offered different
craft materials to use when creating
them. The use of papier-mâché was
modelled to show the students how to
create texture and apply a 3D effect.
They thoroughly enjoyed getting
creative (and their hands dirty!), using
lots of glitter alongside natural
resources such as leaves and flowers.

using a good deal of expression, varying the tone and volume of their voice
to add clarity and emphasis. Skills associated with wider communication,
collaboration and team work were also developed as the students actively
encouraged each other, suggesting improvements and sharing ideas.
Rehearsals allowed the students to practice and refine skills before the final
performance, which took place in front of both adult and student audiences.
There was a real sense of achievement and accomplishment throughout —
which was very well deserved.
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Talkabout for Teenagers: A Board Game Activity
By Judith Neil, HLTA
Running a social skills group is only one approach to teaching social and relationship skills and raising self-esteem. Other
approaches include: 1-1 work, using social stories and comic strip conversations. I have used all of these approaches
throughout the past year, adapting to individual student needs during different periods of lockdown. Having this flexibility of
approach has been extremely useful when working with growing numbers of students affected by the events of the past year
or so, especially when trying to build their confidence and resilience through the development of transferable skills.
Talkabout
To help students summarise what they have learnt following Talkabout sessions, they create a board game. They were
provided with instructions relating to how to achieve this, the overarching objective being to increase their awareness of
their qualities and strengths and to consider other people’s qualities and strengths when going through the planning and
making process.
To start this activity students discussed different personalities and qualities. Two sets of cards were then made to highlight
desirable and undesirable qualities. For example;




You have been kind to your friend
You have been considerate and helpful
You have been thoughtful and included someone in your friendship group

Or;




You have been selfish and not shared something
You have been unkind your friend
You have lacked motivation to complete a task

The next stage was for the students to design the actual game. The success criteria stated that there had to be spaces to
move along once the dice had been thrown. Also, if a student landed on a space coloured red or green, they must pick up a
card, read the statement and move either backwards or forward dependent upon their response. The winner is obviously the
first person to make their way across the board.
The completed board games have been played as either a group cohesion activity or as an end of session activity. Some
students have been extremely creative in their approach to their design of their game. They have included reflections of
what is important to them, their hobbies and even what worries them. Whatever the design, the process of discussing,
planning, creating and using the board game has been highly successful in providing a platform for not only increasing
awareness of themselves and others, but in recognising triggers for their anxiety and how these could be addressed.
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Wellbeing and Resilience
By Kirsty Mills, LSA
Happiness is a state. It is a feeling that we struggle to put
into words, but have the ability to feel when something in
our lives is going well. It is recognisable in others in a
genuine smile. Whether it be the big things like bagging
yourself that job you knew you’d be perfect for or family life
feels settled and secure, or the little things like receiving a
compliment,, or maybe getting to sit down and relax with a
nice cuppa and some chocolate. It can evoke a blanket of
internal warmth and at times result in a contented sigh…
This is the life.
Wellbeing is a lot more complicated and involves a number of things. You would be right in thinking that yes, happiness can
affect a person’s wellbeing, but there are a whole host of other things at play. Your physical health, your living environment,
the stresses you are subjected to, the support system that you have around you at home and in the work place/school, the
way you have handled trauma in the past- this can create a habit of behaviours that you can fall into and you may even find
yourself indulging in self-destructive behaviours during times of stress. It is easy to think that those habits are stuck, there
forever with no possible way of breaking free from. However, it is the ability to recognise when you are falling into these
patterns of behaviours that can increase your resilience during stressful situations. We also have the responsibility to
recognise these things in others, in particular the vulnerable. When working in an environment with young people, we need
to keep our eyes open for the physical and emotional signs that one may be struggling. Some of the signs are not always
obvious and could easily be mistaken for typical teenage hormonally fuelled moods or behaviours.
Trauma has a massive impact on a child’s mental health and can, in turn, affect their resilience and consequently their wellbeing. Nightmares, irritability, poor concentration and insomnia are just a few difficulties they may have to deal with, not to
mention how this follows them into their adult lives. Memories are one of the few things that tend to stay with us, that we
find hard to get away from. Coping skills can fluctuate over time; reminders in the form of other people or places can trigger
overwhelming emotions that we may not even realise we were still have difficulties managing. A ‘random’ outburst of
behaviour may in fact not be random at all.
60% of adults report experiencing some form of trauma or difficult family circumstances during their childhood. This can
have a significant impact on a person’s quality of life. Adults who experience some form of trauma in childhood are twice as
likely to have serious financial problems, problems forming attachments and maintaining relationships, having eating
difficulties and indulging in risky behaviour that may even pose a potential threat to their lives. Establishing a fulfilling
relationship and maintaining employment are basic skill that we all need. Addressing trauma is a crucial part of being able to
develop adjustment skills in all areas of life. The earlier it is addressed, the more capable a person will be throughout their
lives of being able to manage their emotions and stresses.
1 in 10 children in the UK suffer from a mental health disorder. ‘Modern life’ places an enormous pressure on children; home
life and pressures to keep up with chores or dealing with family stresses and strains, homework, siblings, poverty. Remember
what life was like for you when young? Even if you are lucky enough to look back on your child hood with fond memories,
I’m sure there are times you felt anxiety in a social situation, loneliness or stress over your course work. Imagine how difficult
coping in those situations would be if you felt you had no support system to get you through those times. Imagine if you
struggled so much socially that you had no friends to talk to about your worries. How small your world might seem.
These struggles can knock a child’s confidence and further diminish any emotional strength they had left over to cope with
stressful situations. The need to retreat and be away from, not just family but also friends, is a common occurrence, thus
isolating them further and making them feel more alone in their worries and struggles. This can strengthen the feeling of
abandonment, of being the only person in the world who could possibly be going through this or be feeling this way. How
can you possibly build real resilience for yourself when all you know is to shut yourself away from the world in times of
stress, to run away from problems because it helped you in the past, or to lash out when you’re feeling threatened, even if
the threat is not physical? With nothing to give you that feeling of warmth or contentment that we so crave as humans,
where do you turn?
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Life can be stressful, whatever your age and whatever your circumstances, and we all deal with things in our own way. What
It is how we deal with our feelings after the initial impact of a stressful or a traumatic event that will determine how resilient
a person becomes or whether the situation can improve one’s resilience. If you are given support at home and in school,
both with school work and mentally/emotionally, you are more likely to gain confidence in yourself, be a happier person in
general and be better able to cope with stressful situations. Sometimes you cannot avoid stress and trauma in life, and it is
therefore really important that we are equipped to deal with the many pressures we have to face in life at any given time.
We all have the ability to show compassion and give support and this could be all it takes to make someone feel like they are
not alone, brightening their day just enough to give them that extra bit of strength, giving them a sense of well-being and
helping to build their resilience so that they can better cope with tomorrow.

Mindfulness is a Mind-set
By Deborah Darnborough, LSA

Mindfulness is a mind-set, a concept, which describes an ideal outlook and mood, as well as a coping strategy for life.
“Mindfulness is the practice of being aware in every possible moment” (ref 1). The concept originates in Buddhism, but
draws on many other sources. During the practice of mindfulness, we are encouraged to move our focus away from our
thoughts, as these are often negative, and to feel them in our body.
Mindfulness follows three main concepts that are workable
for modern day life:


Awareness: observing thoughts, being mindful of
yourself and what you say and do



Non judgement: letting go of the negative internal
dialogue and not attaching judgemental thoughts



Living in the presence: focusing the mind on the hear
and now

During everyday life, our minds are often very busy, flitting from one thought to the next. Multimedia devices are at our
fingertips and our thoughts could be likened to having multiple internet tabs open all at once! As we progress mindlessly
through our daily lives like machines, subconsciously we attain negative thought patterns; our minds are constantly seeking
to understand and in mindfulness the ego represents our conscious, thinking mind. As our brains protect us, by devising
strategies and links between experiences and thoughts, feelings are made and so when we experience something negative,
thought patterns are easily drawn into the present mind. This can leave us feeling overwhelmed, stressed and anxious.
Some signs that we are in need of being more mindful include:


Being a perfectionist: Taking the idealistic to the extreme level; a heightened state of mind that is unrealistic and can
lead to negativity. This can also lead to obsessive disorders.



Constantly checking social media: Being sucked into devices and social media, replacing person to person contact,
which can lead to isolation and is a distraction from the present.



Being judgemental: When we judge or criticise, it puts up barriers between ourselves and others. This state of mind
comes from the ego and its need for superiority and being right. Whilst this is natural, having the intention to simply
accept, instead of judging something as good, bad, right or wrong, leads us to a more peaceful mind set.



Recurring negative thoughts: When we repeatedly revisit the past or imagine a negative future, we can become
overwhelmed and out of touch with reality. By recognising this habit and stepping out of these thoughts, we can
return to the body and acknowledge how we feel; preparing and allowing us to let the thoughts go.



Ignoring your instincts: When we realise that we have ignored that gut instinct and followed what we thought was
more logical, this often leads to a negative outcome and we need to return to our feeling of what is right.



People pleasing: When we say “yes”, despite wanting to say “no” in order to please, be liked and seek approval.
Pleasing others whilst ignoring our own motivations and boundaries can lead to stress and anxiety.
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Statistical benefits of mindfulness:
Research in clinical trials is finding that mindfulness in the workplace can produce a “25% decrease in rumination, a 26%
reduction in fatigue (and) 33% improved sleep quality” (ref 2). Research on the benefits of mindfulness across many groups
of people and age ranges is still in its infancy, however, early indications are that it “can be helpful in alleviating distress for
young people experiencing depression and anxiety” (ref 3).

A sample mindfulness exercise:
Here is a simple mindfulness exercise, which you can do whilst sat in a chair
or lying down.

“Take a few deep breaths, paying attention to your breath as it goes in and
out. Slowly scan your body from head to toe, bringing your attention to
each area of your body:


Start with the top of your head, moving to the sides of your head



To your face, forehead, eyes, mouth and jaw



And now to the neck and shoulders



To your upper arms, forearms, wrist and hands



Take note of any sensations you may feel, without judging or trying
to change anything



Now to the torso, the chest and the upper back



Be aware of your heartbeat and your breathing



Pay attention to your stomach and lower back



Notice any thoughts that maybe running through your mind and just let them go, bringing your attention back to your
body



Notice your hips, thighs and knees



Down to the shins, calves, ankles and feet



Become aware of your body as a whole, and feel how your whole body is connected



Finally, bring your attention back to your breath and, for a few moments, feel your entire body expand and contract
with each inhale and exhale

Mindfulness can be adapted for children and adults and can have a positive impact within minutes. Exercises do not need to
be time consuming in order to be beneficial and the relaxation and de-stressing benefits can have a significant impact on
daily life.
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5 Simple strategies to support students with dyslexia in the classroom
By Victoria Griffiths-Price, Teacher of Design and Technology
One in ten children are thought to have dyslexic difficulties that affect their ability to engage within the classroom.
It is essential to remember that Dyslexia, like many things, is a spectrum, and whilst some children may experience difficulty
that can be quite severe, others may have mild symptoms that may go undetected, but that can still affect their academic
attainment and ultimately their sense of wellbeing.
Differentiation is part and parcel of good teaching, making sure that resources are tailored to meet the diverse needs of
students in the classroom. In effect, differentiation enables effective, collective learning to take place.
There are a five simple strategies that can make your classroom dyslexia friendly, and whilst these approaches will help those
students who have dyslexia, they will undoubtedly help most students to develop and refine their own literacy skills.
Set your PowerPoint slides to an off-white colour.
This could be a barely there grey or beige. This will certainly benefit students with an Irlens diagnosis and who use coloured
overlays, especially if the background chosen matches their shade of overlay. This softer contrast will allow students to read
text on the whiteboard more effectively and to engage with it for longer, helping to remove the feeling of being
overwhelmed and reducing the risk of them developing headaches caused by visual stress.
For more information on Irlen Syndrome visit
https://irlen.com/what-is-irlen-syndrome/
Number instructions or key points instead of bullet-pointing.
By using numbers, you are allowing students to
1.
2.
3.

Follow and understand instructions
Copy instructions more easily
Relocate their place in a set of instructions

This is essential, as a dyslexic student who may have poor working memory and who may need to refer to instructions
frequently.
Use any other colour pen than BLACK on your whiteboard.
Seriously, bin the black pen! High contrast is problematic for those with dyslexic difficulties, so make your white board
more accessible by using another colour.

Vary the colours of written instructions or large pieces of information.
As discussed previously, reading and relocating your place within a set of instructions or a large piece of unbroken text can be
difficult and time consuming for someone with dyslexia. By subtly varying colours between instructions, or paragraphs you
allow that learner to locate their place much more efficiently. This could apply to instructions on a PowerPoint, or written
information on a whiteboard.
Allow a learner to write in different colour pens besides black.
This would depend upon individual school policies, but allowing students to use different colour pens will often help them to
read their own work much more easily, especially if they are writing on white paper. Colours such as purple, or blue, may
provide an accessible alternative for students when reviewing their work; or when revising from their own notes.
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Recommendations for Students with SpLD/Dyslexia
By Katherine Kippax, Monmouthshire SpLD Tutor










A pupil should not be asked to read aloud unless they are happy to do so and have had time to practice.
Subject-specific vocabulary to be given to the pupil.
No copying from the board.
Be allowed to screen shot homework or be given the task on a pre-printed note.
Scaffolding when producing written work.
Planning strategies for longer pieces of work, e.g. Mind mapping, Linear Diagrams, etc.
Extra time to complete work.
Extra time should be given for tests/assessments.
Differentiation of longer written tasks, e.g. students given less wordage or be given the assessment in two stages.
Recommendations for students with Irlen Syndrome (Scotopic Sensitivity/Visual Difficulties)






Sit by natural light wherever possible.
Use an off-white colour or experiment with different coloured screens for the interactive white board and computer
screens.
Ensure glasses/spectral filters are worn (if appropriate), or an overlay is being used when reading.
Pupils may have a preferred colour paper on which to write.

NB: A person who is Dyslexic does not necessarily have Irlen Syndrome and vice -versa.
Irlen Syndrome has a wide range of symptoms, which may vary from person to person. These symptoms may be first noticed
in childhood but affect people throughout their lives. Studies have shown that 12-15% of the population are affected by Irlen
Syndrome. However, it is largely undiagnosed because:


it is not an obvious problem.



it is not identified by standard visual and medical examinations or by educational and psychological assessments.



sufferers think that the perceptual distortions that they experience are "normal". They assume that everyone else
perceives the page and the environment as they do and experience the same physical discomfort.

The main symptoms of Irlen Syndrome are

AD(H)D

Attention and concentration

Behaviour

Brightness and glare

Depth perception and spatial awareness

Distortions of words

Distortions in the environment

Dyslexic type problems

Effects on reading

Effects on writing

Effects on music and maths

Headaches & migraines

Physical symptoms and discomfort

Poor motivation

Reading Problems

Sensitivity to certain colours and patterns

Sensitivity to light

Stress and work performance

Underachievement
For more advice on teaching strategies visit:
www.monmouthshire.gov.uk/education-2/early-years-schools-education/monmouthshire-spld-team/classroom-strategies/
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The Zen Zone
By Mollie Cross, LSA

The Zen Zone is a new wellbeing club that was set up just over a year ago. The aim of the
club is to bring together students from all year groups for creative and mindful activities
in a calm room. The club had become increasingly popular, although lockdown has
meant that it is now on hold until students from different year groups can mix again.
When the club is running we try and incorporate events from the Wellbeing Calendar into
our sessions. The first session of the club was during sugar awareness week and in this
session we made a sugar board, to highlight how much sugar was contained in different
food and drinks.
When we started the club we ran activities at a
designated table in the club room and had an
area with beanbags and sensory lights for anyone
who just wanted to have a relaxing space. This became so popular that by March
2020, we were running the club over two classrooms in the ALN department. In one
room there were activities to promote relaxation, mindfulness and wellbeing. In the
other classroom we had a relaxation space that was darker, had sensory lighting,
beanbags and sensory toys. We used this room to read meditation or progressive
muscle relaxation scripts. As the club develops we hope to be able to allow the
students to take more ownership of the group, planning what they would like to do
within these sessions.
We ran a number of activities before and around periods of lockdown. These included:










A sugar board
Sensory playdough
Origami
Making sensory bottles
Lego
Yoga
Making stress balls
Mindfulness colouring
Loom band bracelets

The older students of the club have also been helping us to create an inspiration display board. They have been researching
celebrities that have overcome adversity to achieve great things. We hope to display this in the ALN department corridor to
help inspire other students.
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Wellbeing in the KHS Hub
By Lisa Warren (Wellbeing Learning Support Officer, WBLSO)
Wellbeing is an important part of KHS and this is true of its Wellbeing Hub. The
Hub deals with many aspects of teen mental health and the Wellbeing learning
support officers (WBLOS) are there to support this. We develop good
relationships with students and oversee year groups supporting them through
struggles, whilst also celebrating their successes. Students who may be
experiencing difficulties such as family/friend issues, problems at school, mental
health or gender queries rely on their WBLSO to listen non judgementally, to hear
and understand them and to help them find the right support.
We are qualified in First Aid Mental Health which covers, anxiety, panic attacks, depression, eating disorders, non-suicidal self
-injury, substance misuse, suicidal thoughts and psychosis. The aim of the course is to encourage early intervention to
prevent problems from becoming more serious and reduce the likelihood of secondary effects such as school dropout,
relationship issues and substance misuse.
Mental Health Fid Aid uses the ALGEE approach which we have adopted in the HUB:

A

Approach the student and assist with any crisis

L

Listen and communicate non-judgementally

G

Give support and information

E

Encourage the student to get the professional help required

E

Encourage and support others

The HUB offers targeted interventions to students to teach and assist them with issues such as anger management and selfesteem. It allows the students to learn coping strategies to assist them with the day to day issues they may face in school.
We also support outside agencies such as Young Careers who meet fortnightly in the HUB. We have been looking at ways
that carers can look after themselves as well as looking after the person they care for. This has included Yoga sessions, food
to promote mental and physical wellbeing and breathing exercises to calm us at the end of the day.
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ALN Music Club Rocks Out
By Lynsey Reynolds, HLTA KS3 and KS4 Interventions
Prior to lockdown. students at King Henry VIII School had been learning how to express
themselves through music, with students from all year groups being encouraged to
attend ALN Music Club each Thursday at lunchtime.
The club became an informal gathering in which students were encouraged to
experience playing a range of instruments, to sing together and relax in a safe space.
Thanks to generous donations made by The Magic Cottage, a local charity shop in
Abergavenny, and the school music department, the club secured a variety of
instruments. These included electric and acoustic guitars, flutes, recorders, violins,
bongos, drums and tambourines. All of these instruments were made available to the
students, including outside of school should they wish to practice and develop their musical skills at home.
Mrs Reynolds, who ran the club, feels that “music is a universal language with
which people can communicate. It’s empowering, and that’s what we’re looking
to do, help students grow to be strong and independent in themselves.” Mr
Collins who regularly supported students at the club added “There is no better
way for people to gain confidence in themselves than through artistic mediums
like music and drama. We hope we’ve created an environment where students
can see this for themselves.”
Some students are already displaying the benefits of attending the club, with
many going on to learn an instrument with a tutor outside of school and others
joining other music groups. Many are now joining in musical activities within
school upon a regular basis and a few students have even confided in staff that
they would now rather practice playing their musical instruments than playing
on computer games at home.
The benefits of music for the mind are well documented, and even William Shakespeare said over 400 years ago: “music can
raze out the written troubles of the brain.”
It is hoped that as more pandemic restrictions are lifted in schools, then the Music Club can begin again at KHS.
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Fight, Flight and Freeze Responses in the Classroom
By Mollie Cross, LSA

Fight, flight and freeze are evolutionary responses that have developed to keep us safe from potential danger. They are
activated by a perceived threat to our safety. When we feel anxious or worried our body physically reacts to the perceived
threat. The heart beats faster and stronger, breathing quickens, muscles tense and pupils dilate. This response can be
triggered by physical danger (for example, being growled at by a dog) or by a psychological threat (such as giving a
presentation).
When children have suffered from trauma their stress response is constantly in hyperarousal. Things that we may see as
everyday activities could trigger this response. Although, as adults we may know that the student is safe, they may not
feel safe. When the student doesn’t feel safe and their body is physically reacting to a perceived threat they will react in
one of three ways; fight, flight or freeze. Each response looks different and involves different behaviours, however, they
are all triggered by feeling unsafe.

Fight responses in the classroom can appear as:








Shouting
Swearing
Arguing or threatening
Clenching their hands
Hitting, pushing or kicking out
Throwing things around the room
Tipping over furniture

Flight responses in a classroom can appear as:







Fidgeting
Restlessness
Moving away from something that is worrying them
Avoiding a person or people
Leaving the room without permission
Leaving the school without permission

Freeze responses in a classroom can appear as:









Refusing to attempt or complete tasks
Avoiding eye contact
Refusing to speak
Refusing to follow directions
Covering their head either by putting their hood up,
their blazer over their head, or their head on the desk
Trying to hide
Shrinking down
Holding their breath

When the fight, flight or freeze response has been activated the student will be unable to respond to logic, reasoning or
consequences. Understanding that students will not engage with reason when in one of these states can help us to change
our responses in these situations. When a child is experiencing the fight, flight or freeze response it is most helpful for the
adult to stay calm and promote solutions to help the student to also remain calm.
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Strategies that have been found to help in these situations within King Henry VIII School are:








Leaving the room with an LSA and walking around the building to calm down before re-entering the classroom.
Taking 5-minute breaks following the successful completion of each set task.
Having access to fidget toys throughout a lesson.
Leaving the lesson and going to an agreed supervised, safe place to finish work.
Allowing breaks so that students can begin to use coping skills that they have been developing. This could
include a range of activities, such as talking to a member of staff they feel safe with, colouring in, writing how
down feelings, or breathing exercises.
Reducing demands placed upon students suffering from heightened anxiety. For example, if a student is feeling
overwhelmed with a task that involves writing out answers to questions, having someone scribe for them may
reduce their stress levels and allow them to continue with their work.
Giving choice, e.g. two options of task so that students feel that they have more control over a situation. This is
helpful if the trigger is that they are finding a particular task too difficult to complete.

The fight, flight and freeze responses do not stop until the student feels safe in their environment again. When the
student has calmed and is no longer in one of these stress states then behaviours can be addressed calmly and logically,
and consequences can be discussed more openly.

There can also be side effects from our bodies going through these physical changes. These side effects include:








Chest pains, feeling breathless or feeling dizzy, which comes from the changes to our breathing.
Muscle pains or shaking from tensing our muscles.
Lights appear brighter due to the pupils dilating to allow us to see more.
Feeling sick because digestion slows down to save energy.
Being easily startled, having poor concentration or feeling irritable due to an increase in vigilance to focus on
danger.
Feeling on edge and having more “what if” thoughts.
Feeling hot, flushed and tired due to the energy that our bodies have used up.

It may be difficult to understand what triggers the stress response, especially with children whose stress response is in
hyperarousal. Something that may be a trigger for a student could change day-to-day. If a child is having a difficult day, it
can take a smaller perceived threat to trigger the stress response as their body is waiting for something to go wrong. One
of the most important ways of dealing with the stress response is to have a good relationship with the student. This way
you can understand what may trigger them within a lesson and what coping techniques will help them to feel safe again.
Classrooms that are calm, structured and predictable are often where students feel safest. They feel safe and are able to
build trust when they know what to expect, when they feel that they are being listened to and when they are relaxed and
enjoying lessons.
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